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About This Game

Hey ladies, I’m back in business! My new adventure, Leisure Suit Larry - Wet Dreams Don’t Dry, takes me – whatever the
route or twist of fate – from the end of the ’80s directly into the 21st century and wow, how the world has changed! While my
view of the world and women from way back in the 1980s collides with modern reality harder than the breasts of a lusciously

stacked blonde jogging along a beach, I’m all set to date my way across the modern world!

In a “point & click” adventure I’d call typical for the genre we mutually experience how I fall head-over-heels in love with Faith,
the hot-to-trot assistant to the boss at Prune, a technology enterprise successful worldwide. Since even dating is done digitally
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nowadays, the first thing I have to do is to work on my score at Timber, the totally hip, can’t-get-anywhere-without-it dating app
where I date women, satisfy their needs, and accordingly pick up points for my Timber profile. And whenever I get a chance in

between, always briefly check out a few new bikini pix at Instacrap – the 21st century is gnarly smill!

Leisure Suit Larry is coming in the 21st century – and no, there’s no word missing here

Explore a lovingly designed, non-linear game world set in the modern world with over 30 handdrawn venues

Use “Timber”, the ingame app, along with an innovative dating mechanism to date women, consequently improve your
score at Timber, and ultimately clear the way to get to Faith, the women of your dreams

Solve true-blue puzzles and interact with over 30 handdrawn characters
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Title: Leisure Suit Larry - Wet Dreams Don't Dry
Genre: Adventure
Developer:
CrazyBunch
Publisher:
Assemble Entertainment
Franchise:
Leisure Suit Larry
Release Date: 7 Nov, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows Vista / 7 / 8 / 10

Processor: 2.33GHz or faster x86-compatible processor, or Intel Atom™ 1.6GHz or faster processor for netbook class devices

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: DirectX 9.0c-compatible graphics card with 256 MB VRAM and PixelShader 3.0 support

Storage: 4 GB available space

English,German,Russian,Polish,French,Italian
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I didn't expect alot from this game considering it's low price. Was more excited about the avenged sevenfold sountrack. You
have no idea how disappointed I was when I played this and found the gameplay was worse than I ever could of hoped for and
they ran the soundtrack through a Sega Genesis to give it that 80's video game feel. I paid less than $5 dollars for it would like to
be compensated $100 for pain and suffering.. Nice little airport with very little challanges. You soon will get a steady rythm of
arriving and departing planes. Very little ground control has to be done. Quite relaxing airport. Good beginner airport.. As a long
time Larry fan I was a bit wary of this game especially considering the games that came out in the 2000's. It's nice to see Larry
go back to his roots, in more ways than one.

The graphical style is completely different than other Larry games, even the reloaded one that came out a few years ago, but
definitely sets the right tone for the game.

There have been a few minor technical issues that the developers have fixed with patches.

After finishing the game which took just over 12 hours I can safely say this is a good edition to the Leisure Suit Larry franchise
and was sad when it ended. I really hope the developers make more Larry games!

If you want to hear more of what I thought of the game feel free to check out my video: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YJgTNfdfrQY&feature=youtu.be. I remember playing this game back in like 4th grade. I
always thought this game was well beyond its time. The controls can be a little wonky at times, but that's to be expected from a
PS2 game. When I saw Steam now carried it, I knew I had to get it. This game aged really well, it's still fun and the side quests
are pretty enjoyable. I hope they have a sequel given the ending of the game.. Since I posted my last review, the character
creator has been updated to include the ability to arm charcters with other weapons so I am switching my review to postitive as
per my previous statments but it is a very timid recomendation.

With regards to neutral NPCs, there is really no point in making them since Game Guru has no dialogue system and this pack
doesn't add one. In general, fantasy games need to have some sort of dialogue and quest system but this engine is only for
shooters so no dice. Oh wait Ziggurat doesn't have dialogue... True but Ziggurat has good game play. This game does not. The
pre-made fantasy character assets have AI so terrible that they can't even be trusted to walk across a room without getting stuck
much less defend themselves. If you play a game using these stock characters, you won't feel like a warrior so much a murderer
killing people who are deaf, dumb, blind, and stupid.

If you use a custom AI script (not one found in Game Guru or its official expansions) you might be able to make a semi-
compotent enemey who will only sometimes get stuck but these custom scripts won't work with the stock characters found in the
fantasy pack. I tried and I got a Ninja who seemed really cool until I realized that although she could do a lot of things, she was
incapeable of attacking.
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I spent hundreds of hours modding Morrowind and while I didn't expect Game Guru to be nearly as good as the Morrowind
contruction set (which was released 15 years ago) I did at least think I would have basic options like the ability to create
characters who could communicate with the player or walk on a flat surface.

The really annoying thing is that it is possible to create a much better game if you can write your own AI scripts or spend
enough time finding and learning how to use those created by other players... but these scripts won't work properly with the
default fantasy characters (I ended up with a stealth assassin ninja who seemed really cool until I realized that she could do
everything EXCEPT actually attack) so even if you can write your own scripts or find good ones online, you can't actually use
those for fantasy characters (unless a man in jeans wearing a cowboy hat is your idea of a fantasy character.)

If the game had more assets for making fantasy characters, it would be better. If it had a functional dialogue and questing
system (I have seen user mods for things like "kill enemy open door" but that itsn't much of a story) then it might be good with
the potential to be great.

5\/10

OK as an asset pack with the limitations noted.. Dont let the gamplay demo fool you !

This game have so much potential and ?....
The tutorial its ( i think ) the scariest part of the game ! The open world is boring ( no enemis, lights, etc...) just a foggy
landscape. There are not many buuldings in wich you can enter and the first enemis you encounter you dont even have to fight
back, they just walk into you like into a wall.
Well, there are some scary moments but they last only for minuts.

Its like something happen to the devs so that they have to bring the game out veryyyyy fast, and this is the most scariest thing in
this story.

The trailer for this game was really good and.... yeah, only the trailer.
This game is maybe worth 20 eu ( thanks to the silent hill atmosphere and the good graphic ) but only if you are disperate to ply
something horror.
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Nice and such a relaxing route if you like deisel power. https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=OseGxN_NspQ

\tGuild Commander is a Sim game of controlling a guild and sending out heroes
that feels more like a time management game, a happy dream of an accountant.
The game provides a large variety of tutorials that can help you as you go through
the game.
\tThe game has a time system, and you earn income by sending your heroes
out on quests. Gold is spent rapidly on rooms you can add to your guild, and
your gold is depleted daily in order to maintain those rooms you have added.
The longer the heroes are gone stay in the guild, the less gold is earned daily, and the longer they are in the guild, the more
money and resources they drain from you. The game
fails in its base management, and can get boring as you watch your heroes come
and go, but have no control over the individual money spent. It becomes more
about getting your heroes out of the guild hall ASAP, so they don't bankrupt
you.
\tThere is no management over what actions your heroes take; there is no
way to cancel their quest and call them back, and despite putting them in
precarious positions, I have yet to experience a hero dying. There is no
personalization of the characters, which takes away from immersion into the
game. You don't feel like your character is growing and improving; they
become more of an impersonal number.

\tThe continual repetition of tasks makes this game boring. It is more
of a money management game than anything else. It feels like it doesn't have
any depth; more like how to manage money dumps. There is no challenge; except
to stay awake while you play it.

This is a summary of my review video, which I encourage you to watch
if you are looking for a more in-depth review.

Thanks for your viewership and support; for more videos click here:
http:\/\/www.youtube.com\/user\/SocioPyscho. Let me start out by saying, I am sorry if this is offensive to the developers. I
know this has a lot of work put into it. I feel that you should have waited to release the alpha.

I played for 25 minutes and from the start I was giving this game a metric TON of leeway because I could not even get a game
started at first because the game creation menu was not giving me any feedback about why I could not start a game.

Graphics:
The graphics are rough and definitely not what I would consider ready for alpha. I would be fairly embarassed to show this to
anyone in it's current state.

Gameplay:
* Your character cannot perform any action except press F on items to activate things that you have no idea what they do.
* The enemies run sideways to attack you and you have, seemingly, no way to attack back.
* There is apparently some kind of creep on the ground that you must stay out of but that is not really all that apparent until you
die on it.
* You walk\/run very slowly
* You swim like a fish (very quickly in comparison to walking
* Your character does not seem to understand stairs (Gets stuck up every other step)
* It's faster to jump constantly than it is just to walk forward...

I cannot recommend this game at this time.

Good Luck Devs.. Basically a Boom Beach Ripoff.
Have been playing for some time as ask to test this over the last year to see how it develops and in game progression. I am
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basically done with it and i categorically say the main issue is the match making is the worse i have EVER seen in this type of
game.
How bases in the top 10 leader board with over thousands of medals get matched with those with a few hundred medals. You
will have no defence against maxed troops so ultimately pointless exercise trying to accrue resources at later levels to try to
improve your own defences as they just get taken away after you get constantly bulldozed by these top players every day.
For example i managed to get my base HQ to lv 18 after a year of grinding, I am level 47 (based on what i have built/upgraded
with 108 medals and the latest attack on me is number 5 in the leader board, level 65 with a HQ level maxed at Lv18 and all
defences/troops maxed and with 18000 medals.
These attacks from top leader boards are the norm. I even had one attack this week they they didn't even land any troops. just
gunboat barraged my HQ into oblivion.
You can only upgrade 1 building/troop type at a time and as they have such long build times and require so much resources, by
the time you manage to gather enough to upgrade AND you were lucky not to get bulldozed and lose it all you then have to grind
again praying that your resources dont get wiped out before you have the chance to upgrade another and so on and so on.
So i have no faith in the matchmaking at all for this game, massive grind and wait to upgrade, below average graphics, troop
pathing on attacks like they are intoxicated and the obvious issues with WIN 10 that's has been reported all over their discussion
forums.
So is it a BOOM BEACH ripoff? YES
Would i recommend it? NO because of its many many flaws. lack of support and basically abysmal matchmaking.
. Used to use esea. Years ago before the bitcoin scandal. It was good back then.

These days its♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥ranking/mm system run by ♥♥♥♥♥♥ shady people. Still better than faceit in every way
of course, but then again, regular mm is better than faceit.. What a metaphor for life:
- Insignificant
- Uneventful
- A waste of time
- Bad graphics
- You reach the end and all you can think is "That's it?"

GraFi in Steam Store !:
https://store.steampowered.com/app/1067650/GraFi/

New casual, colorful,minimalist, physical puzzle game with changing gravity will be available soon)
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Patch 02 - Changelog:
New patch available! Here's the changelog:

Ingredients Issue after the second day solved

Ingredients are no longer interactable in their UI when no Ingredient Points are available

Expanded tutorials with more information and images.

Additional tooltips in Skill Screen

Additional tooltips in Menu Screen

Additional Tooltips in Recipe Editor

Fish Soups now have proper menu sections.

Have fun! In the meantime the team will work on more updates!. NEW PATCH OUT NOW!:
This week has been spent on FTUE behind the scenes (expecting it to be in next week's update, yay!) and AI, as promised. And
yup, some of that AI work is now in the game. Let me explain...

AI REWORK. Special Sales of March:
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Dear MUtizens,

A new month has begun, and this means new possibilities to increase your stats!

The wonderland is full of weird and wonderful things, as the name suggests. High on the list are the exquisitely colored bunnies,
whose fur some merchants of the MU continent have used to make outfits and wings.

Wonderland Rabbit Costume and Wings Sale

Period: From Tuesday 05/03 until Monday 01/04, 23:59 UTC
Price: 45/120/280/1,000 Redzen/Bound Redzen
Limit: Unlimited

Wonderland Rabbit Costume Lucky Chest

Period: From Tuesday 05/03 until Monday 01/04, 23:59 UTC
Price: 100 Redzen/Bound Redzen
Limit: Unlimited

We hope you like these offers!

Best regards,
Your MU Legend team. Version 1.5.4 released!:
It's time for a new Spring release. We added new features, support of new devices and made other useful changes.

In the new version you will see:

In addition to the already available support for Oculus Rift VR headset and TrackIR head tracker, added native HTC
Vive support. ReVive is not needed anymore!

Reformed the controller's input system. Improved support for DirectX compatible wheels: Logitech G920 / G29 / G27,
Defender Forsage Drift GT and others. As well the following devices are fully supported in the simulator now:

Gamepads:
- Xbox One / 360
- Sony Dualshock 4
- Thurstmaster Dual Trigger 3 in 1 v.2

Joysticks:
- Logitech Extreme 3D Pro
- Genius MaxFighter F-17
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The control settings menu is expanded. Now you can fine-tune your devices.

Added new exercises in the section "Driving School Student", which allow you to train U-turns in a limited space and
your steering skills.

Added support of German traffic rules. Authentic road signs and traffic rules violation tracking for Germany, including
a table of penalties (in statistics you can see how much your violations cost, moreover it is now available directly from
the main menu).

Added languages: Danish, Finnish.

Improved support for third-party modifications from Steam Workshop.

Fixed auto-update issue on Steam.

Attention! In connection with the changes, previously created records of driving sessions will not be played!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VXA6qx6QIz0
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